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Abstract: The service network is capable of addressing large-scale service composition. However,
existing service network works still have several limitations. Prior knowledge, such as expert-defined
service chains, is not incorporated into the service network. QoS constraints are less considered in
the service network, and thus the generated service chain does not always satisfy the optimal QoS
constraints. Additionally, some basic services also require outputs to be used directly as inputs, which
the service network cannot provide. To address these limitations, this paper proposes a geospatial
service web (GSW) model named SR-QoS-GSW that incorporates service semantic relationships and
QoS information. The SR-QoS-GSW model consists of atomic services and composite services that
consider QoS, processing services, data services, and relationships among them. A SR-QoS-GSW
prototype was developed using 570 atomic services and 27 composite services and evaluated using
two case studies—a river network extraction and an urban housing selection. Then, the information
entropy and time complexity between SR-QoS-GSW and the existing service network were compared.
The results show that geospatial service chains can be created more efficiently by incorporating
existing service chains as composite services. Integrating QoS information into the GSW would
allow service composition algorithms to generate service chains that satisfy optimal QoS constraints.
The outputs of services used as new inputs with additional self-matching relationships also give
the service network greater flexibility. Finally, the analysis of the information entropy and time
complexity verified the increased diversity and decreased the search space of the SR-QoS-GSW.

Keywords: geospatial service web; service network; service composition; service chain

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the internet, an abundance of geospatial services,
classified as geospatial data and processing services, have emerged, and have become
widely used in daily travel, urban planning, and other fields. Unlike single processing
services with limited capabilities, geospatial service chains implement multiple functions to
meet users’ needs. Users frequently composite multiple services into a service chain based
on the relationship between services, commonly employed in the fields of hydrology [1–4]
and the environment [5,6], resulting in value-added service [7].

The service network is a significant area of research in service composition, which pre-
defines the relationships between services [8–11]. For user-oriented composition requests,
service composition is directly based on the relationship between services in the service
network. The service network can significantly reduce the cost-of-service composition
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compared to service composition directly based on the original service by extracting sub-
networks directly from the service network or as the basis for service composition. For
instance, if a user wants to extract a river network (main input data for hydrological
analysis), but the existing individual services cannot be implemented, a sub-chain can
be extracted directly from the service network that can be used for the extraction of the
river network (see Figure 1). The service network model is primarily based on semantic
relations [8,12–14], encompassing both competitive and collaborative relationships.

Figure 1. Relationship between service network, service composition, and service chain. This figure
shows the river network extraction service chain extracted from the service network by the service
composition, which can be used to solve river network extraction problems and realize value-added
services.

Compared to standard web services, geospatial services possess two main charac-
teristics. First, multiple tasks (e.g., service chain used for change detection) [15] have a
relatively fixed processing flow. These service chains can be integrated into the geospatial
service web as a priori knowledge to assist in service composition. Second, some basic
services (e.g., overlay analysis service) have output parameters that can be used as their
input parameters. By fully utilizing these characteristics, the geospatial service web can
better support user service composition.

The service network model based on the service relationship is generally an abstract
network that can effectively express the semantic relationship between services. However,
it does not consider the service’s QoS (quality of service) information [16]. As a result,
the service chain based on the abstract service network may fail to meet the optimal QoS
requirements. In addition, the service network ignores existing service chain information
and the self-matching relationship of services.

To address the shortcomings of the current relationship-based service network model,
we propose a geospatial service web model (SR-QoS-GSW) that incorporates the semantic
relationship between services and the associated QoS. In the proposed model, the QoS
and the geospatial atomic and composite services that incorporate QoS are defined, while
the composite services are transferred from the service chain. The relationship between
services is then defined while considering the self-matching relationship between services.
Finally, a geospatial service web model is constructed using geospatial atomic services,
geospatial composite services, and their relationships, considering existing service chain
information, the service’s QoS information, and the service’s self-matching relationship.
Users using the SR-QoS-GSW model for service composition can directly use the existing
service chains that consider QoS information to ensure the service chains satisfy the optimal
QoS constraints. The outputs of some basic services can also be used as their inputs, which
can effectively meet the service composition requirements in the geospatial service field.

The main contributions of this study are as follows:

1. A geospatial service web model is proposed that integrates geospatial atomic services
and composite services. Based on the service semantic relationship, the service chain
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is used as a geospatial composite service to construct a service web with geospatial
atomic services, augmenting the capabilities of the geospatial service web.

2. A QoS calculation method for geospatial atomic services and geospatial composite
services based on multidimensional service attributes is proposed to achieve the
optimal QoS constraints and improve the execution efficiency of the generated service
chains.

3. The self-matching relationship is added to the existing semantic relationships so that
the basic service outputs of the geospatial services can be used as their inputs.

In summary, the SR-QoS-GSW model proposed in this paper incorporates existing
service chains, QoS information, and self-matching relationships of services. However,
these are not considered in existing models, and by using this information, the service
network can be augmented and used more effectively for service composition. Using
the proposed model, a geospatial service web with 570 geospatial atomic services and
27 geospatial composite services was built, including geospatial services from multiple
sources with heterogeneous functionalities, such as overlay analysis, coordinate transforma-
tion, hydrologic analysis, and geostatistics services. This example represents the structure
and characteristics of a typical geospatial service web of a different service granularity.
Additionally, two specific cases based on the geospatial service web model (i.e., river net-
work extraction and urban house selection analysis) were used to assess the effectiveness
of the proposed model and compare its performance against existing geospatial service
web approaches. Finally, the information entropy and time complexity of the SR-QoS-GSW
and the traditional geospatial service web were analyzed to verify the increased diversity
and decreased search space of SR-QoS-GSW.

2. Related Work
2.1. Geospatial Service Composition

Geospatial service composition is used to combine multiple geospatial services into
a service chain to complete a specific task. Service chain models have been used in var-
ious applications, such as river network extraction, wildfire prediction, and sheltering
site selection. For example, Tan et al. [17] proposed a distributed geoscience algorithm
integration scheme based on OWS specifications. They then implemented geoscience algo-
rithm integration architecture, an algorithm service management mechanism, an algorithm
integration XML description method, an integrated model execution strategy, and river
network extraction to evaluate the scheme’s efficacy. Yue et al. [18] used ontology and
artificial intelligence planning methods to assist users in dynamically creating executable
service chains for earth science applications, which they then applied to wildfire prediction.
Farnaghi [19] proposed a multi-agent artificial intelligence (AI) planning solution, which
works within the geoportal architecture and enables the geoportal to compose semantically
annotated Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Web Services based on users’ requirements,
which they then applied to shelter site selection. These examples generate the service chain
models based on expert knowledge or composition algorithms under certain constraints,
using a relatively fixed process. When these models are provided to users as a composite
service, the prerequisite for the users’ professional knowledge can be greatly reduced.

2.2. QoS in Geospatial Service

With the continued expansion of geospatial services, there is an increasing number
of services with similar functions. As a result, non-functional attributes of geospatial
services have become an important factor in service selection, as they can differentiate the
performance of candidate geospatial services with comparable functions. Among them, the
quality of service (QoS) [16] is the most important indicator for non-functional attributes,
which include factors such as response time, reputation, and price.

Numerous studies have focused on geospatial service quality evaluation. Gao et al. [20]
proposed a method to evaluate the quality of geospatial web services from geospatial web
service activities and geospatial service usage. They evaluated the quality of geospatial ser-
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vices from two aspects: objective evaluation and subjective evaluation. Cheng et al. [21] es-
tablished a scalable comprehensive evaluation model of geospatial service quality by classi-
fying QoS indicators and using a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method. Cheng et al. [22]
introduced the sequence relationship to study the QoS-based geospatial service quality
evaluation. The QoS indicators were calculated in three steps (i.e., sequence relationship
determination, indicator importance comparison, and weight factor calculation), and ser-
vices were established using a simple weighted summation. These models mainly evaluate
the quality of geospatial services and establish corresponding evaluation indicators to help
users select and composite services based on the QoS information.

In terms of the optimization of geospatial service composition, Gui et al. [23] proposed
a preliminary QoS evaluation model that introduces output quality factors, combines
process quality factors, and designs a services instances’ optimization selection algorithm
based on linear programming. Shah et al. [24] constructed a QoS-based automation solution
using end-to-end multi-agents to provide service requesters with the most suitable web
services. Sun [25] proposed a method of decomposing the quality of QoS indicators in
the Internet of Things environment, which can improve the QoS calculation speed of the
service composition. The use of QoS in optimizing geospatial service composition is based
on the evaluation of service quality and dynamically composite services according to QoS.

While the use of QoS in the geospatial service field is mainly about a single service
or service chain, it can also be applied to the geospatial service web. The addition of
QoS information to the service nodes could assist users in selecting the optimal service
composition plan from the geospatial service web.

2.3. Existing Efforts for Geospatial Service Web

In recent years, several studies on the geospatial service web have been conducted,
proposing model improvements and structural modifications. Gong et al. [26] proposed
the concept of geospatial service web (GSW) based on web service technology, integrating
diverse geospatial resources and achieving interoperability of heterogeneous information
resources. While GSW is a macro-level concept, this study focuses on implementing a
specific service network, which is dependent on computer science research achievements.
The service network in the computer field is mainly constructed based on the service
relationship.

The relationship-based service network model uses the semantic relationship between
services to construct the service network. Wang et al. [8] proposed service network architec-
ture with an abstract service layer and a concrete service layer and defined the competitive
and collaborative relationships between services. Using such architecture, Wang et al. [12]
used domain experts and electronic dictionaries to divide web services into specific do-
mains and proposed an annotation method for constructing an abstract service layer in
a service network. However, the service network lacks semantic support and cannot be
constructed automatically. Hu et al. [13] proposed a method that automatically constructs
a service network based on OpenCyc [27]. Using the semantic support of the OpenCyc on-
tology library, the service semantics are generated by expanding the semantic information.
The association semantics is acquired by identifying the association relationships among
services so that the service network is automatically constructed based on service and asso-
ciation semantics. To more clearly define the relationship between services, Feng et al. [14]
proposed a service network model that is based on a three-level semantic relationship (i.e.,
parameter relationship, parameter set relationship, and abstract service relationship).

Other studies have introduced complex network methods into service networks. For
instance, Cherifi et al. [28] proposed using dependency, interaction, and similarity network
models to build a service network using the WS-NEXT extractor. Using a complex network
method, they then analyzed the service network to obtain topology properties that guide
service discovery and composition.

However, for geospatial services, the relationship-based service network model re-
quires further development. First, the current service network overlooks existing service
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chain information. Geospatial services have strong domain characteristics, and many busi-
ness processes are relatively fixed. Incorporating these service chains into the geospatial
service web as prior knowledge would benefit user service composition. Second, the service
network model is an abstract service network. When generating abstract chains based on
the service network, QoS constraints are not considered. As a result, the generated concrete
service chain may not meet the optimal QoS constraints. Additionally, without considering
the relationship of the service itself, the output parameters of some basic services in the
geospatial service field cannot be used as their input parameters.

3. Model Framework

SR-QoS-GSW is composed of abstract geospatial services, geospatial processing ser-
vices, geospatial data services, and their relationships. It is defined as:

GSN = (GSSet, GSRSet) (1)

where GSSet is a collection of services and GSRSet is a collection of service relationships.
GSSet is defined specifically as:

GSSet = (AGSSet, CGPSSet, CGDSSet) (2)

where AGSSet denotes a collection of abstract geospatial services, CGPSSet denotes a
collection of geospatial processing services, and CGDSSet denotes a collection of geospatial
data services.

From the perspective of the network hierarchy (see Figure 2), the SR-QoS-GSW model
consists of services and their relationships, which are described in detail as follows:

(1) SR-QoS-GSW is divided into an abstract geospatial service layer, a geospatial data
service layer, and a geospatial processing service layer. The geospatial data service
layer and the geospatial processing service layer form the concrete geospatial service
layer. The abstract service layer is composed of geospatial atomic services, geospatial
composite services, and their relationships. The geospatial data service layer com-
prises geospatial data services generated by data publication, while the geospatial
processing service layer is composed of geospatial processing services.

(2) Regarding the relationships between the layers, an implementation relationship exists
between the geospatial processing service layer and the abstract geospatial service
layer, while an input relationship occurs between the geospatial data service layer
and the abstract geospatial service layer.

Figure 2. Logic structure diagram of SR-QoS-GSW.
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As shown in Figure 2, D1 is the data service—DEM; A1 is the abstract geospatial
service—Filling sinks; P1, P2, and P3 are the geospatial processing services. The figure
indicates that D1 is used as input to the abstract service A1, while there are multiple
concrete implementations of the abstract service—P1, P2, and P3.

The following subsections will cover five aspects of SR-QoS-GSW: QoS definition, ab-
stract geospatial service, concrete geospatial service, service relationship, and the prototype
of SR-QoS-GSW.

3.1. QoS Definition

In this paper, QoS comprises the service processing time and service expense, and is
given by the expression:

QoS= (QoS(T), QoS(E), QoS(Agg)) (3)

where QoS(T) denotes the service response time and QoS(E) denotes the service expense.
QoS(Agg) denotes the aggregative indicator of service QoS, which is calculated using the
formula:

QoS(Agg) =
n

∑
i=1

WiSi (4)

where Wi denotes the indicator’s weight and Si denotes the indicator’s value. Since only
two indicators (i.e., service response time and service expense) are considered in this study,
n equals two. To facilitate QoS calculations for composite services, QoS is defined as the
service cost, such that the higher the cost, the lower the quality of service.

3.2. Abstract Geospatial Service Considering QoS

Abstract geospatial service is a semantic function unit formed by aggregating geospa-
tial service operations based on semantic functions, which correspond to one or more
operations with the same semantic function. This means that multiple operations im-
plement the same abstract geospatial service function. Abstract geospatial service that
considers QoS comprises description information of service, set of input and output pa-
rameters, and QoS information of service. It is divided into two types: geospatial atomic
service and geospatial composite service.

3.2.1. Geospatial Atomic Service

Geospatial Atomic service is the smallest granular and indivisible service and is given
by the expression:

AGSatom = (ID, Name, Title, Descp, Input, Output, QoS, CGPSs) (5)

where ID denotes the unique identifier of the atomic service, Name denotes the atomic
service name, Title denotes the atomic service title, Descp denotes the atomic service descrip-
tion, Input denotes the atomic service’s set of input parameters, Output denotes the atomic
service’s set of output parameters, and QoS denotes the atomic service’s QoS information.
CGPSs denotes the collection of processing services linked by the atomic service and is
defined as:

CGPSs = {CGPSIDi}, i = 1, 2, . . . n (6)

The QoS of an atomic service is the minimum QoS value of the processing service that
it links, such that:

QoS = QoSk, QoSk(agg) ismin, k = 1, 2 . . . n (7)

where QoSk is the QoS of the k-th processing service linked by the atomic service and
QoSk(agg) is the aggregative indicator of QoSk.
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3.2.2. Geospatial Composite Service

The geospatial composite service is composed of geospatial atomic services according
to a specific structure. The capabilities of the geospatial service web are augmented by the
integration of composite services, enabling the web to better assist in service composition.
The definition of geospatial composite service is given by the expression:

AGScom = (ID, Name, Title, Descp, Input, Output, QoS, AGSscom, AGSRscom) (8)

where ID denotes the unique identifier of the composite service, Name denotes the com-
posite service name, Title denotes the composite service title, Descp denotes the composite
service description, Input and Output are the external input and output parameters of the
atomic services that make up the composite service, AGSscom denotes the set of atomic
services contained within the composite service, and AGSRscom denotes the set of service
relationships contained within the composite service. Figure 3 shows an instance of a
geospatial composite service.

Figure 3. Geospatial composite service. The figure shows the geospatial composite service M, while
the rectangle represents the atomic service and the circle represents the parameter. The arrow indicates
the direction of parameter transfer. M’s input parameter is the union of the input parameters of the
atomic services A (S1) and B (S2); that is, (S1.f, S2.g). M’s output parameter is the union of the output
parameters of the atomic services D (S4) and E (S5), i.e., (S4.h, S5.j).

For geospatial services, the service chain is primarily composed of sequential and
branch structures. Due to the rarity with which the loop structure is used, it will not be
discussed in this paper. When calculating the QoS of a geospatial composite service, the
following rules should be followed:

For the sequential structure,

QoS =
n

∑
i=1

QoSi (9)

where QoSi denotes the QoS of the atomic service contained within the composite service.
For the branch structure, the response time indicator is

QoS(T) = max
j
(

n

∑
i=1

QoSj
i(T)), j = 1, 2, . . . m (10)

where j denotes the number of branches and QoSj
i(T) denotes the response time indicator

for the QoS of the i-th atomic service in the j-th branch of the composite service. The service
expense indicator is

QoS(E) =
n

∑
i=1

QoSi(E) (11)
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where QoSi(E) denotes the expense indicator for the QoS of the i-th atomic service. Then,
the aggregative indicator is calculated for the service using the response time and service
expense indicators.

The overall QoS of a geospatial composite service is calculated by adding the QoS of
the sequential structure and the QoS of the branch structure.

3.3. Concrete Geospatial Service

A concrete geospatial service is an actual geospatial service, which includes a geospa-
tial processing service and a geospatial data service. Each geospatial processing service
(e.g., WPS, Restful, and SOAP) typically contains one or more operations that perform a
specific function. Each geospatial data service (e.g., WFS, WCS) typically contains one or
more data layers. In this paper, the geospatial processing service is simplified to contain a
single operation, and the geospatial data service is simplified to contain a single layer.

3.3.1. Geospatial Processing Service

Geospatial processing service is a service that provides specific functions, defined as:

CGPS = (ID, URL, Name, Title, Descp, Input, Output, Type, Version, Provider, GCon, QoS) (12)

where ID denotes the processing service’s unique identifier, URL denotes the process-
ing service’s link address, Name denotes the processing service’s name, Title denotes the
processing service’s title, Descp denotes the processing service’s description information,
Input denotes the processing service’s set of input parameters, and Output denotes the
processing service’s set of output parameters. Type denotes the processing service’s type
(e.g., WPS, Restful, and SOAP service), Version denotes the processing service’s version,
Provider denotes the processing service’s provider, GCon denotes the processing service’s
constraint set, and QoS denotes the processing service’s QoS information.

3.3.2. Geospatial Data Service

Geospatial data service provides users with data that can be used as an input to a
geospatial processing service. It is defined as:

CGDS = (ID, URL, Name, Title, Descp, TFeat, SFeat, Type, Ver, Prov, Format, QoS) (13)

where ID denotes the data service’s unique identifier; URL denotes the data service’s link
address; Name denotes the data service’s name; Title denotes the data service’s title; Descp
denotes the data service’s description information; TFeat denotes the time feature, which
includes the time reference, time, year, season, and date; SFeat denotes the spatial feature,
which includes the spatial reference, and spatial range; Type denotes the type of data
services, which includes WFS and WCS service; Ver denotes the data service’s version; Prov
denotes the data service’s provider; Format denotes the data service’s supported format;
and QoS denotes the data service’s QoS information.

3.4. Geospatial Service Relationship

The geospatial service relationship is a well-defined binary relationship that reflects the
functional and non-functional constraint information between various geospatial services.
Based on the relationship’s granularity, the geospatial service relationship is classified as a
parameter-level relationship and a service-level relationship.

The parameter-level relationship can be classified into simple and complex types. A
simple type relationship can be categorized as equivalence and data type equivalence
(type-equivalence). A complex type relationship can be categorized as equivalence, data
type equivalence (type-equivalence), data type predecessor contain (type-pre-contain), data
type successor contain (type-sub-contain), or data type cross matching (type-cross-match).
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Suppose P1 and P2 are parameters. If P1 is defined as P1 (name: f1, type: [string]) and
P2 is defined as P2 (name: f1, type: [string]), then the relationship between P1 and P2 is
equivalent.

If P1 is defined as P1 (name: f1, type: [string]) and P2 is defined as P2 (name: f2, type:
[string]), then the relationship between P1 and P2 is type-equivalence.

If P1 is defined as P1 (name: f1, type: [application/geotiff, image/jpeg]) and P2 is
defined as P2 (name: f2, type: [application/geotiff]), then the relationship between P1 and
P2 is type-pre-contain.

If P1 is defined as P1 (name: f1, type: [application/geotiff]) and P2 is defined as P2
(name: f2, type: [application/geotiff, image/jpeg]), then the relationship between P1 and
P2 is type-sub-contain.

If P1 is defined as P1 (name: f1, type: [application/geotiff, image/png]) and P2 is
defined as P2 (name: f2, type: [application/geotiff, image/jpeg]), then the relationship
between P1 and P2 is type-cross-match.

The specific definitions are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameter-level relationship definition.

Relationship Type Definition

equivalence
(param1, param2)

param1.name = param2.name; ∀typei ∈ param1.type, ∃typej ∈ param2.type and
typei = typej; ∀typej ∈ param2.type, ∃typei ∈ param1 and typej = typei

type-equivalence
(param1, param2)

∀typei ∈ param1.type, ∃typej ∈ param2.type and typei = typej; ∀typej ∈ param2.type,
∃typei ∈ param1.type and typej = typei

type-pre-contain
(param1, param2)

∃typei ∈ param1.type, not exist typej ∈ param2.type and typei = typej; ∀typej ∈ param2.type,
∃typei ∈ param1.type and typej = typei;

type-sub-contain
(param1, param2)

∀typei ∈ param1.type, ∃typej ∈ param2.type and typei = typej; ∃typej ∈ param2.type,
not exist typei ∈ param1.type and typej = typei;

type-cross-match
(param1, param2)

∃typei ∈ param1.type, not exist typej ∈ param2.type and typei = typej; ∃typei ∈ param1.type,
∃typej ∈ param2.type and typei = typej; ∃typej ∈ param2.type,

not exist typei ∈ param1.type and typej = typei; ∃typej ∈ param2.type,
∃typei ∈ param1.type and typej = typei;

The service-level relationship can be classified as an abstract geospatial service rela-
tionship, the relationship between abstract geospatial services and geospatial processing
services, or the relationship between abstract geospatial services and geospatial data ser-
vices. An abstract geospatial service relationship includes composed-of and collaboration
relationships, where the collaboration relationship can be further subdivided into full-
matching, pre-contain, sub-contain, cross-matching, and self-matching. Specific definitions
are listed in Table 2, and a concrete example is shown in Figure 4. Because geospatial ser-
vices have some basic services (e.g., project, buffer, clip, overlay), their output parameters
can be used as their input parameters. This creates the problem of multiple consecutive
calls, wherein the service’s self-matching relationship must be added.

The relationship between abstract geospatial service and geospatial processing service
is an implementation relationship. Similar to the relationship between interface and class
in a programming language, a geospatial processing service is a concrete implementation
of an abstract geospatial service. It is defined as implemented-by (AGS1, CGPS2), where
AGS1 is an abstract geospatial service and CGPS2 is a geospatial processing service.

The relationship between abstract geospatial service and geospatial data service is
that geospatial data service can be used as the input parameter of the abstract geospatial
service, which is defined as input-by (AGS1, CGDS2), where AGS1 is abstract geospatial
service and CGDS2 is geospatial data service.
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Table 2. Abstract geospatial service relationship definition.

Relationship Type Definition

full-matching
(preAGS, subAGS)

∀inputi ∈ subAGS, ∃outputj ∈ preAGS and inputi = outputj; ∀outputj ∈ preAGS,
∃inputi ∈ subAGS and outputj = inputi

pre-contain
(preAGS, subAGS)

∀inputi ∈ subAGS, ∃outputj ∈ preAGS and inputi = outputj;
∃outputj ∈ preAGS, not exist inputi ∈ subAGS and outputj = inputi

sub-contain
(preAGS, subAGS)

∃inputi ∈ subAGS, not exist outputj ∈ preAGS and inputi = outputj;
∀outputj ∈ preAGS, ∃inputi ∈ subAGS and outputj = inputi

cross-matching
(preAGS, subAGS)

∃inputi ∈ subAGS, ∃outputj ∈ preAGS and inputi = outputj;
inputi ∈ subAGS, not exist outputj ∈ preAGSand inputi = outputj; ∃outputj ∈ preAGS,

∃inputi ∈ subAGS and outputj = inputi; ∃outputj ∈ preAGS,
not exist inputi ∈ subAGS and outputj = inputi

self-matching (AGS) ∃inputi ∈ AGS, ∃outputj ∈ AGS and inputi = outputj

Figure 4. Abstract geospatial service relationship. This figure shows five relationships between
geospatial services; the specific relationships are full-matching (A, B), pre-contain (C, D), pre-contain
(C, E), sub-contain (F, G), sub-contain (H, G), cross-matching (K, J), self-matching (M).

3.5. Prototype of SR-QoS-GSW

The implementation of the geospatial service web is divided into two stages: abstract
geospatial service generation and geospatial service relationship construction.

Abstract geospatial service generation includes geospatial atomic and composite ser-
vice generation. Geospatial atomic service generation is primarily based on the description,
input and output parameters, and QoS information of concrete processing services to create
abstract services. Geospatial composite service generation transforms the abstract service
chain created by experts or users into the storage form of the composite services, imple-
menting the following: combine the service chain’s external input into a composite service’s
Input, combine the service chain’s external output into a composite service’s Output, store
the service chain’s atomic services into AGSscom, store the relationship between the atomic
services into AGSRscom, and calculate the QoS of the composite service according to the
rules.

Geospatial service relationship construction includes abstract geospatial service rela-
tionship construction, the construction of relations between abstract geospatial services and
geospatial processing services, and the construction of relations between abstract geospatial
services and data services. Abstract geospatial service relationship construction mainly
involves the construction of the collaboration relationship; the composed-of relationship is
constructed when the composite service is generated. The collaboration relationship mainly
constructs the association relationship between processing services using the parameter
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name, parameter description, parameter type, service name, and service description. The
implementation relationship between the abstract geospatial service and the geospatial pro-
cessing service is established when the abstract service is generated. The input relationship
between the abstract geospatial service and the geospatial data service is constructed by
processing the matching relationship between the input parameter type and the format
supported by the data service.

3.5.1. SR-QoS-GSW Construction Case

The dataset used in this study includes 570 geospatial processing services sourced
from GeoPW [29] and our publications based on 52North (https://52north.org (accessed on
23 May 2022)). The data structure of the geospatial processing service follows formula 12.
Since these services have different functions, 570 geospatial atomic services were generated
based on the geospatial processing service. Therefore, the implementation relationship was
570, based on the atomic service, constructing 27 composite services and 133,675 abstract
service relationships. In addition, the dataset has a total of 65,873 WFS layers (crawled from
the web), and 9,087,802 input relationships were constructed between WFS data services
and abstract geospatial services. Table 3 shows the statistics of the service relationships of
the dataset.

Table 3. Service relationships statistics.

Relationship Type Number

full-matching 45,323
pre-contain 6160
sub-contain 73,343

cross-matching 8272
self-matching 410
composed-of 167

implemented-by 570
input-by 9,087,802

3.5.2. SR-QoS-GSW Case Analysis

The geospatial service web constructed in this paper was used as the basis for the
service composition, which mainly focuses on the collaboration relationship in the abstract
geospatial service layer. The analysis in this subsection focuses on the collaboration rela-
tionship in the abstract geospatial service layer; the other relationships are not considered.
We import geospatial services and the relationships between geospatial services into Gephi
software [30] to analyze the geospatial service web, which is a common network analysis
software. The experimental results are summarized as follows:

• Number of nodes: 597
• Number of edges: 133,508
• The average degree of network nodes: 223.631
• The average path length of the network: 1.546
• Graph density: 0.375
• Average aggregation coefficient of the network: 0.676

The average path length of the geospatial service web was 1.546, and the average
aggregation coefficient was 0.676, conforming to the characteristics of the small-world
model [31]. However, as shown in Figure 5, the degree distribution of the geospatial
service web did not satisfy the power-law distribution and did not exhibit scale-free
characteristics [32], indicating that the network was not a complex network. If the network
is a complex network, you can identify the key services through the analysis method
of complex networks and prioritize the key services in the service composition. The
geospatial service web is not a complex network because there are 468 generic services in
the geospatial service web, and generic services can build relationships with many services.
There were only 102 thematic services, some of which are also generally within the special

https://52north.org
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topic. Therefore, the constructed geospatial service web did not conform to the features of
a complex network.

Figure 5. (a) The in-degree of geospatial service web; (b) the out-degree of geospatial service web.

3.5.3. Prototype System

To verify the effectiveness of the geospatial service web model, we developed a
prototype system based on the GeoSquare [33] system and constructed the service chain
based on the geospatial service web. The backend of the system was developed using
Spring Boot and MyBatis framework. The MySQL database was used to store data, and
WPS service was published based on 52 North. The frontend uses Vue.js, Relation Graph,
and bpmn-js to display the geospatial service web and the visualization construction of the
service chain. The prototype system was performed on an Intel Xeon E3-1240 3.50 GHz
Windows 10 machine equipped with 16 GB main memory.

As shown in Figure 6a, the geospatial service web was constructed using the proposed
method. Due to the limitations of frontend visualization, the system only displays a part of
the entire geospatial service web. The geospatial service web has six main relationships:
pre-contain, sub-contain, full-matching, cross-matching, self-matching, and input.

Figure 6. (a) Geospatial service web; (b) service chain construction.
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Figure 6b presents a service chain construction module based on a geospatial service
web. When the user clicks on the current processing service node in this module, the
system automatically queries the matching composite services and atomic services from
the geospatial service web, based on the information of the predecessor and successor
service nodes.

4. Case Study

The performance of the SR-QoS-GSW model was evaluated and analyzed using two
applications: river network extraction and urban house selection analysis based on the
geospatial service web. The first case study stimulates a case with multiple services nodes
and service chains of different QoS that can satisfy most service composition requirements,
while the second one presented a typical service chain with a self-matching relationship
that has seldom been captured by previous research.

4.1. River Network Extraction Based on Geospatial Service Web

In the river network extraction scene, processes such as filling sinks, calculating
flow direction, calculating flow accumulation, and thresholding flow accumulation are
required. However, as shown in Figure 7, some service providers integrate filling sinks and
flow direction calculations into one service (Filling sinks and Calculating flow direction).
Although they provide the same functions, their QoS information is different. When the
service’s QoS constraints are ignored, manual or service composition algorithms randomly
choose one of the two service chains, which cannot guarantee that the chosen service chain
meets the optimal QoS constraints.

Figure 7. River network extraction.

By adding QoS information to the geospatial service network, either the manual or the
service composition algorithm will choose the service chain ‘Filling sinks and calculating
flow direction’–‘Calculating flow accumulation’–‘Thresholding flow accumulation’ because
the QoS value is small, indicating low service cost. Therefore, the QoS information is added
to the geospatial service network, ensuring that the service’s QoS is considered when the
service chain is generated. As a result, the generated abstract service chain satisfies the
optimal QoS constraints and improves the service execution efficiency.

Consider another scenario. A user wishes to extract the river network of Baishui
County. He would first need to download the DEM containing the Baishui County (the
DEM data in this paper have a resolution of 30 m and originate from the geospatial
data cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn (accessed on 23 May 2022))). Since the framing data
ASTGTM_N35E109R exactly contain the administrative divisions of the Baishui County,
there is no need to splice the map frames. However, the Baishui County administrative
division layer has to be converted to a grid layer and must be used as a mask for the DEM
data extraction, followed by the extraction of the river network from the clipped DEM data.

At this point, as shown in Figure 8, the service network already contains two river
network extraction composite services, River network extraction 1 (converted from the
service chain Filling sinks–Calculating flow direction–Calculating flow accumulation–
Thresholding flow accumulation) and River network extraction 2 (converted from the
service chain Filling sinks and calculating flow direction–Calculating flow accumulation–
Thresholding flow accumulation). The users would not be required to rebuild the river

http://www.gscloud.cn
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network extraction service chain themselves; instead, they only need to choose from these
two geospatial composite services. Given the QoS values of 0.9 and 0.8, respectively, users
will choose the geospatial composite service with a smaller QoS value, i.e., River network
extraction 2, since its service cost is lower. Figure 9 shows the data sources and results of
the river network extraction.

Figure 8. Service chain of river network extraction.

Figure 9. (a) 30-m resolution DEM data in Baishui County; (b) river network extraction results in
Baishui County.

4.2. Urban House Selection Analysis Based on Geospatial Service Web

In the urban housing selection scene, the user wants to buy a house in an urban area
with a favorable environment [34], convenient transportation, and abundant educational
resources. The setting conditions are as follows: 100 m away from the main urban road to
reduce the impact of vehicle noise; within 500 m from the shopping mall, convenient for
shopping; within 600 m from a school; convenient for children to go to school.
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The service chain was constructed based on these requirements. First, buffer analyses
would be performed for the shopping mall layer using a 500 m buffer distance, a 600 m
buffer distance for the school layer, and a 100 m buffer distance for the road layer. Overlay
analysis (intersection operation) would then be conducted between the buffered result
of the shopping mall layer and the buffered result of the school layer to obtain the data
OverlayData1, using the buffered result of the road layer erase OverlayData1 to obtain
the final result. Due to the various services provided by different service providers (see
Figure 10), the overlay service implements the intersection and the erase operations, the
difference is the incoming operator. Therefore, the output of the overlay service also needs
to be input into the overlay service. For service networks that do not consider self-matching,
the overlay output cannot be directly used as input. Since SR-QoS-GSW considers the
self-matching relationship of the service, this problem is resolved. Figure 10 shows the
service chain constructed based on SR-QoS-GSW, and Figure 11 shows the appropriate
housing selection area selected based on the constructed service chain.

Figure 10. Service chain of urban housing selection. The left part of the figure is the subnet that
includes Simple Buffer service and Overlay service in SR-QoS-GSW, and the right part is the urban
house selection service chain based on the subnet.

Figure 11. (a) Shopping malls, schools, and roads in a specific region; (b) appropriate housing
selection area in a specific region.

5. Analysis

In this section, we will quantitatively analyze the geospatial service web proposed in
this paper by calculating the information entropy and time complexity of the generated
service chain to mine the characteristics of the geospatial service web.
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5.1. Information Entropy Calculation for Generating Service Chain Based on Geospatial
Service Web

Information entropy is a metric for measuring uncertainty or the probability of discrete
random events occurring. In short, the more chaotic the scenario, the greater the information
entropy, and vice versa. The formula for calculating information entropy is:

H = −∑
x∈X

P(x) log P(x) (14)

Among them, P(x) represents the probability of event x occurring and X represents
the complete set of events x.

Generating a service chain based on the geospatial service web involves the selection
of an appropriate service chain from multiple paths in the geospatial service web. The
diversity of service selection can be reflected by calculating information entropy. Figure 12
shows a sub-network in the geospatial service web. There are two paths from service A
to service D. According to the formula of information entropy, the information entropy of
the path from service A to service D is 1. When the composite service S1 is introduced,
the information entropy of the path from service A to service D is 1.58, the information
entropy becomes larger, and its uncertainty increases so that users can have more choices.
If it is extended across the full geospatial service web, the information entropy of the entire
geospatial service web increases, giving users more choices when building a service chain.

Figure 12. Service chain generation based on geospatial service web.

5.2. Time Complexity Calculation for Generating Service Chain Based on Geospatial Service Web

The time complexity of the generated service chain based on the geospatial service
web involves specific service chain generation algorithms. Different algorithms have
inconsistent calculations of complexity. In order to simplify the calculation, this paper
quantitatively analyzes the search space of the generated service chain.

The definitions related to the geospatial service web will be described. GSN1: An
abstract service network containing composite services and QoS information. GSN2: An
abstract service network that does not contain composite services and QoS information.
Figure 13 shows a sub-network of the geospatial service web. For this sub-network, it
is assumed that there are m paths from service A to service D, and the length of each
path is l; n composite services are introduced, and each atomic service is associated with k
concrete services.

Since the QoS information of the service is recorded in the GSN1, each path does not
need to consider the QoS information of the specific service. Therefore, the search space
for generating the service chain from A to D based on GSN1 is (l − 2) ∗m + n, while the
GSN2 does not record the QoS information. Consequently, it is necessary to compare the
QoS information of concrete services, and the search space for generating the service chain
from A to D is m ∗ (k)l−2. The search space of GSN1 is a polynomial distribution, and the
search space of GSN2 is an exponential distribution. When k is greater than 1, the search
space of GSN2 grows rapidly.
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Figure 13. A subnet of geospatial service web.

As shown in Table 4, which is the comparison of the search space complexity of GSN1
and GSN2. When k = 1, the complexity of GSN1 is always greater than that of GSN2. With
the increase in l and k, the condition that the complexity of GSN1 is greater than that of
GSN2 becomes more and more difficult to satisfy. In general, the value of n is small, the
value of k is greater than 1, and the value of m is greater than 1. Therefore, the complexity
of GSN1 is often lower than that of GSN2.

Table 4. The comparison of geospatial service web search space complexity.

l K SN1 SN2 O(SN1) > O(SN2)

3
1

m + n
m aways

2 2m n > m
3 3m n > 2m

4
1

2m + n
m aways

2 4m n > 2m
3 9m n > 7m

5
1

3m + n
m aways

2 8m n > 5m
3 27m n > 24m

6. Discussion

Compared with the existing service networks [8,12–14,28], the SR-QoS-GSW model
considers the existing service chains, QoS, and self-matching relationships of services, and
can be used for geospatial service composition more efficiently. In this section, we will
discuss the use of the existing service chains, the QoS of the service, and the self-matching
relationships of the services in the service composition.

As geospatial services become more ubiquitous, an increasing number of experts and
users will composite services to create service chains to solve professional problems. When
we publish these service chains as geospatial composite services to the geospatial service
web, other users can either use the geospatial composite service directly or composite it
with other services to create a new service chain. For instance, if a user wishes to perform
remote sensing image change detection in a specific region between 2019 and 2020, the
user can search the geospatial service web for change detection-related services, discover a
change detection composite service, and then use the geospatial composite service directly.
Thus, the user’s workload is significantly reduced. However, these existing service chains
are not considered in the existing service networks, which require more expert knowledge
and effort from users. In the SR-QoS-GSW model, by integrating geospatial composite
services into the geospatial service web, users can more efficiently create service chains that
are more responsive to their needs.

Similarly, due to the proliferation of online geospatial services, an increasing number
of geospatial services performing similar functions have become available. Choosing the
optimal geospatial service among these services with comparable functions has become
increasingly important, with the quality of the geospatial service being a critical indicator.
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For instance, suppose a user wishes to perform a land-use classification task in a specific
region. There are two land-use classification services, but each has a distinct set of output
parameters. One service provider offers a higher quality of service than the other. Due
to the inconsistencies between the two service output parameters, there will be two land-
use classification services in the abstract geospatial service layer. After adding the QoS
information to the abstract geospatial service layer, the user would be able to choose the
land-use classification service with higher service quality. However, the existing service
network is generally an abstract service network that does not take QoS information into
account, resulting in the construction of service chains that do not satisfy the optimal QoS
constraint problem. In the SR-QoS-GSW model, incorporating QoS information into the
abstract service layer can reduce the complexity of the search space, and users can be
assisted in selecting higher-quality services.

In addition, many businesses related to geospatial services require the continuous
invocation of services, such as shopping mall selection and garbage station selection.
Consider finding a suitable location for a shopping mall. This requires multiple layers, such
as roads, communities, existing shopping malls, and subway stations. Buffer analysis must
be conducted, followed by the overlay analysis. Given that certain services are limited to
two-layer overlay analysis, shopping mall selection must invoke multiple overlay analysis
services. This highlights the necessity for the service output to be used as its input. However,
existing service networks are incapable of meeting this need. In the SR-QoS-GSW model,
the problem can be effectively solved, and the flexibility of the model can be enhanced by
adding the self-matching relationship of services in the geospatial service web.

However, the SR-QoS-GSW model proposed in this paper has some limitations. The
SR-QoS-GSW model requires the use of numerous services and service chains for refine-
ment, but the current number of processing services and thematic domain services is not
sufficient. In addition, the SR-QoS-GSW model may not be generalizable to some future
emerging domains.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a geospatial service web model that incorporates semantic
relationships and QoS. We developed an architecture for the geospatial service web model,
consisting of abstract geospatial services, geospatial processing services, geospatial data
services, and their relationships. We defined QoS, geospatial atomic services, composite
services with QoS, geospatial processing services, geospatial data services, and the rela-
tionships between services, and considered the self-matching relationships. Based on the
service relationship, we then constructed a geospatial service web instance, analyzed its
characteristics, implemented a prototype system, and evaluated model performance on
the geospatial service web through two case studies and two analyses (i.e., information
entropy analysis and time complexity analysis).

The SR-QoS-GSW model applies to the two scenarios presented here (i.e., river net-
work extraction and urban house selection analysis) and to a wide variety of geospatial
applications. By incorporating the service chain as a geospatial composite service into the
geospatial service web, augmenting the capabilities of the geospatial service web, users can
build service chains that meet their needs more efficiently and quickly. The integration of
service QoS information into the abstract geospatial service web reduces the complexity of
the search space and allows service composition algorithms to generate abstract service
chains that satisfy the optimal QoS constraints. By adding a self-matching relationship to
the existing semantic relationship, outputs of basic services can then be used as new inputs,
providing greater flexibility to the geospatial service web.

However, the SR-QoS-GSW model has some limitations. When users create more
service chains, the scale of the geospatial service web expands, increasing the time cost
of service composition. So, how to balance the time cost and the use of prior knowledge
is a challenge. The service composition experiment in this study is based on the artificial
construction of a service chain based on a geospatial service web. In the future, it will be
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important to expand the experimentation with automatic service composition algorithms
based on the geospatial service web.
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